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IHC is a Los Angeles based creative agency and content 
studio that has lived in the worlds of music and geek 
culture for over a decade. 

Our specialty is imagining original concepts, executing 
spectacular productions and marketing to this coveted 
audience. We are experts in experiential, digital strategy 
and fully immersive campaigns. 

IHEARTCOMIX
CONNECTING 

MUSIC + GEEK
CULTURE
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OUR
WORLD



CREATIVITY IS 
OUR SPECIALTY.

COME TO US
FOR BIG IDEAS.

THIS PARTY HAD EVERYTHING… LED UNICORNS, UNICORN-HORNED 
BIRTHDAY CAKES, INDOOR ICE CREAM TRUCKS, STUFFED-ANIMAL 

WALLS, GLOW-IN-THE-DARK WOMB CHAIRS, A “BONDAGE-LATEX ROOM 
WITH POSITIVE DISCIPLINE,” ELIJAH WOOD ON A FURRY VESPA, MOBY 
HANGING WITH SHEPARD FAIREY, MILEY CYRUS IN A PLUSHY ONESIE…

https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/party-on-wayne-take-a-trippy-tour-of-the-flaming-lips-oczy-mlody-party-034540421.html
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WE ARE
ARTISTS AND
CURATORS.
We revel in our obsessions as expertly 
as we create them. IHC produces our 
own original content and curated 
editorial that connects us to talent and 
fans directly.

Years of experimentation and eclectic 
taste has earned us a reputation for 
‘first-to-market’ ideas, often not just 
staying ahead of trends, but helping to 
define them.

This unique ability and credibility 
allows us to stand apart from other 
agencies as expert originals.

AN

ORIGINAL
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WE PROVIDE
UNIQUE ACCESS
TO THE COOLEST
ARTISTS AND
INFLUENCERS.
Our years of experience have earned us 
deep relationships within both music 
and entertainment that gives us an 
open door to some of the world’s 
greatest creatives and industry insiders. 
These genuine connections allow us to 
think differently, make the impossible, 
possible and provide top tier talent to 
any project.

WE’VE GOT

FAM



CREATE
GEEK OUT

DESIGN
WORLD BUILD

CONNECT WITH BRANDS
PRODUCE EVENTS
GENERATE BUZZ

IDEATE
TELL YOUR STORY

We find our greatest success in being part of the creative team 
from the beginning of a project. We are excellent collaborators 
that will connect the dots across medium and industry.  Let us...

OUR APPROACH

SKY FERREIRA AT SUNDANCE NEXT FEST PRODUCED BY IHC
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Design
Creative Direction

Development
Live Streaming

Video Production
Music Videos
Commercials

Concept Ideation
Branding & Logos

 

Strategy
Social Media

Influencer Engagement
Asset Creation

Media Relations
Regional

Digital
Content

Advertisements

 

Concept Pitches
Brand Partnerships

Content Strategy
Team Support

Project Management
Cross-Medium Advising

Relationships
Infrastructure

Narrative Development

 

Experiential
Concerts

Premieres
Film Screenings
Pop-Up Shops

Brand Activations
Conventions

Talent Booking
Traveling Productions

 

CREATIVE MARKETINGCONSULTATIONPRODUCTION

IHEARTCOMIX CAPABILITIES
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FILM | TV | GAMING | MUSIC | COMICS | TECH



OUR
WORK
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UNIVERSAL PICTURES MA
To promote Blumhouse’s latest release, MA, starring Octavia 
Spencer, Universal Studios enlisted IHEARTCOMIX to recreate 
Ma’s House for a week-long schedule of activities. Utilizing the 
Beckett Mansion as a setting we produced a fully immersive 
multi-use experience that resulted in massive amplification 
and exposure for the film.

Out of the influencers that attended, [68%] 
posted, which is the highest engagement we’ve 
seen for one of our events like this.” 

PROJECT: MA’S HORROR HOUSE PARTY

11

PRESS JUNKET - IHC completely decorated the Beckett 
Mansion to recreate MA’s house for the press junket.

#PARTYWITHMA - We produced the first immersive horror 
house party kegger ever to transport guests to the high 
school ragers of Ma’s basement.

HORROR EXPERIENCE - Serving as the centerpiece of the 
evening was a horror experience spanning 13 rooms across 
three floors.

CONTENT CAPTURE - Over the course of the activation, IHC 
was onsite to capture the party unfold throughout the night. 
Universal also brought in All Def Digital  to film content for 
their channels.

The Beckett Mansion, Los Angeles

CASE STUDY: MA | HORROR HOUSE PARTY                            ROLES: IDEATION | CREATIVE | PRODUCTION | CONTENT 
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MA’s Bedroom

12

MA PRESS JUNKET ROOMS

For Octavia Spencer and Tate Tucker’s 
junket room, we recreated Ma’s pink 
bedroom from the film, complete with 
cut-out photos affixed to the mirror in 
the background.

Party Basement

The film’s mother-daughter duo, Juliette 
Lewis and Diana Silver, were placed in 
the first floor living room which was 
dressed to look like Ma’s basement. We 
even constructed a fake brick wall to fully 
sell the basement experience.

Horror Basement

We dressed the actual Beckett mansion 
basement to mirror that in Ma’s. Washer, 
dryer, sink and water cooler set pieces 
were utilized to create an authentic 
basement setting. Corey Fogelmanis, 
Gianni Paolo, Dante Brown and McKaley 
Miller’s utilized this room. 

Three rooms were transformed to serve as hero spaces for the press junket. Our work included conceptualizing and fully 
redecorating each of the rooms to match the set from MA as well as assisting with any production needs.

CASE STUDY: MA | HORROR HOUSE PARTY                            ROLES: IDEATION | CREATIVE | PRODUCTION | CONTENT 
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#PARTYWITHMA INFLUENCER HOUSE PARTY
We threw an epic, immersive party that 
transported attendees to a MA inspired high 
school rager fueled by nostalgia (and Jello 
shots). The night kicked off with a meet and 
greet with Academy Award winner, Octavia 
Spencer, for select influencers. 

With a cast of 25 actors, guests could never be 
too sure if they were talking to a fellow 
party-goer or someone in character. Our 
troupe included high school jocks, a goth girl, 
a nerd, party girls, a stoner, a cop, a concerned 
mom and more all dedicated to creating a 
fun atmosphere. These characters started 
games of spin the bottle, flip cup, suck and 
blow and they were always down to shotgun 
a beer.

Click play to take a 
peek at the custom 
invitation from 
Universal. These 
limited invitations 
were sent out to a 
very exclusive group of 
influencers. 

CASE STUDY: MA | HORROR HOUSE PARTY                            ROLES: IDEATION | CREATIVE | PRODUCTION | CONTENT 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T4eRHTPh1mPit-p-aJK42NN-6VYRGFXc/view?usp=sharing
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#PARTYWITHMA HORROR EXPERIENCE

Actors playing the role of high 
school students approached 
guests and convinced them to help 
look for Ma’s “secret stash.” 
Attendees were lured down to the 
basement in groups of 4-6 which 
subsequently led them to discover 
things were definitely not as they 
seemed at Ma’s house. Some 
targeted influencers even 
discovered photos of themselves 
on Ma’s wall. Lasting about 10 
minutes, guests were chased down 
the second floor stairs back into 
the main party. 

Click play button to view the horror walk thru. 

14
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/bw71d79baxhq4uz/P1100182.MP4?dl=0
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#PARTYWITHMA IMPACT

Click the play button to watch 
the official IHC recap. 

ADDITIONAL CONTENT 
HIGHLIGHTS FROM 
ALL DEF DIGITAL:

● Ma Jokes
● For the First Time: 

Surviving Ma’s 

The activation was met 
with rave reviews from 
attendees. Throughout 
the course of the night, 
450+ guests attended the 
Horror House Party and 
nearly 100 influencer-level 
attendees posted during 
the event.

30.4M+
REACH

88+
IG STORY POSTS

20+
IN-FEED 
POSTS
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOoBzdS2TEA&t=2s
https://youtu.be/ojmh30WSS6A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGT8PPGWSys
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGT8PPGWSys
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MARVEL STUDIOS BLACK PANTHER 
IHEARTCOMIX joined forces with Marvel Studios to create the Taste of Wakanda, a culinary experience to 
celebrate Black Panther. To execute this, we partnered with the Bronx-based chef collective, Ghetto Gastro, to 
imagine what the cuisine of the fictional nation of Wakanda might be. The experience was paired with a Black 
Panther fashion show during NYFW where the cast and director Ryan Coogler got to enjoy the food. 

From the server attire to 
“vibranium” glowing trays to 
a custom built Taste of 
Wakanda bar, no detail went 
unnoticed as we created an 
immersive experience that 
matched the dynamic visuals 
of the film.  The Taste of 
Wakanda served as a 
centerpiece to a New York 
Fashion Week  event that 
showcased designs inspired 
by Black Panther. 

Quick line or two about giphy here with 
numbers of views, etc. 

PROJECT TASTE OF WAKANDA CONTENT SERIESPROJECT TASTE OF WAKANDA NYFW EVENT

We documented Ghetto 
Gastro’s process from their 
attendance at the premiere 
in LA to the search for just 
the right recipes. The content 
was collected into a series of 
social media videos released 
through Marvel Studios, 
Marvel Entertainment, and 
Black Panther social media 
accounts. The culmination 
was turned into a short form 
documentary.

17
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BLACK PANTHER TASTE OF WAKANDA NYFW EVENT 
From the server attire to 
“vibranium” glowing trays, to 
a custom built Taste of 
Wakanda bar, no detail went 
unnoticed as we created an 
immersive experience that 
matched the dynamic visuals 
of the film.  The Taste of 
Wakanda served as a 
centerpiece to a New York 
Fashion Week  event that 
showcased designs inspired 
by Black Panther.

● Custom set pieces
● Custom designed 

serveware 
● Staffing and 

scheduling
● Server Attire Design

18
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We documented Ghetto 
Gastro’s process from their 
attendance at the premiere 
in LA to the search for just 
the right recipes. The 
content was collected into a 
series of social media 
videos released through 
Marvel Studios, Marvel 
Entertainment, and Black 
Panther social media 
accounts.

● Four-part series
● Short form 

documentary
● Recipe Profiles
● Disney Movie 

Rewards Cut

CHAPTER 1: INTRO CHAPTER 2:  TOW MENU CHAPTER 3: DESIGNING TOW

CHAPTER 4: TOW @ NYFW DOCUMENTARY SHORT DISNEY MOVIE REWARDS CUT

RECIPE PROFILE: READY ROCK RECIPE PROFILE: CRICKET TART RECIPE PROFILE: T’CABBAGE TACO

BLACK PANTHER TASTE OF WAKANDA CONTENT SERIES
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https://youtu.be/i3qEVeeU2Us
https://youtu.be/_xmV7JefGnQ
https://youtu.be/apL5-NzrbvA
https://youtu.be/3CprY7-X6KA
https://youtu.be/Ryaq7BsNy2g
https://twitter.com/Disney_DMR/status/969618350908219392
https://youtu.be/i3qEVeeU2Us
https://youtu.be/_xmV7JefGnQ
https://youtu.be/apL5-NzrbvA
https://youtu.be/3CprY7-X6KA
https://youtu.be/Ryaq7BsNy2g
https://twitter.com/Disney_DMR/status/969618350908219392
https://youtu.be/-rt1Dodt_qg
https://youtu.be/-rt1Dodt_qg
https://youtu.be/oPz5ndf2SPY
https://youtu.be/8xXYnq2oA6k
https://youtu.be/-rt1Dodt_qg
https://youtu.be/oPz5ndf2SPY
https://youtu.be/8xXYnq2oA6k
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MAGNOLIA PICTURES SKATE KITCHEN
IHEARTCOMIX was enlisted by Magnolia Pictures and Director Crystal Moselle to 
oversee the creative marketing for Skate Kitchen, a film about an all-girl 
skateboarding collective that co-stars Jaden Smith. Our role was to bring in any and 
all opportunities for the movie, with a goal of connecting the property to pop culture 
in a meaningful way. Starting on the campaign shortly after the film’s premiere at 
Sundance, our duties included social media, brand partnerships, event production, 
collaborations, influencer marketing and overall strategy.

Our primary role on Skate 
Kitchen was to create as 
many opportunities as 
possible for the film 
through brand and 
marketing partnerships. 
From New Balance to 
GIPHY to Polaroid to 
Tumblr we succeeded in 
bringing financial support 
and wide exposure to the 
campaign.

Quick line or two about giphy here with 
numbers of views, etc. 

EVENT PRODUCTIONMARKETING & PARTNERSHIPS

Events played a big role in 
the campaign of Skate 
Kitchen since this is where 
skate and music culture 
live. From the Sundance 
debut to pop-up skate 
park events to the 
premieres in NYC and LA, 
the experience of Skate 
Kitchen was just as evident 
in real life as on film.

21
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Since the release of the film, 
HBO has developed the 

property into a TV series that 
is currently in production.
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IHC recruited New 
Balance to sponsor 
both the NYC and LA 
premieres as well as 
an online campaign 
to help support Skate 
Kitchen.

IHC brought on Volcom to 
host screening and skating 
events in Austin and Costa 
Mesa, as well as partnering 
with the LA premiere to 
provide online promotion. 

SKATE KITCHEN BRAND PARTNERSHIP HIGHLIGHTS

We engaged Polaroid as a Skate 
Kitchen partner to sponsor premieres 
in NY & LA. Cameras and film were 
provided for the premieres and 
Polaroid shared the content across 
their social media accounts. 

22
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Events played an essential role in the 
promotion and culture of Skate Kitchen. IHC 
organized and produced several throughout 
the campaign:
● SUNDANCE SKULLCANDY SKATE JAM 

w/ Doja Cat and Kitty Cash

● SUNDANCE PREMIERE AT DIRECTV 
LOUNGE w/ Diplo and Usher

● SKATE TOUR Partnership with Vans 
and Volcom for a multi-city skate jam 
and screening series.

● NEW YORK PREMIERE PARTY 
Featuring a quarter pipe skate ramp, 
nail salon and unlimited hot dogs, the 
event was attended by Jaden Smith, 
Chloë Sevigny, Luka Sabbat, Emily 
Mortimer and more.

● LOS ANGELES PREMIERE PARTY 
Featuring a half pipe skate ramp, stick 
and poke tattoos, banana dancers, 
banana seesaw, and more. 

SKATE KITCHEN EVENT PRODUCTION

23
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SKATE KITCHEN SOCIAL STRATEGY

24

GIPHY STEREOSCOPIC PORTRAITS

GIPHY STICKERS FOR INSTAGRAM

213.8M
GIF VIEWS

HOMEPAGE
& INSTAGRAM
@trending

Tumblr hosted a Video 
Answer Time with the 
cast of Skate Kitchen 
garnering 200k 
engagements and 
39M impressions.

Because of IHC’s unique access to 
exclusive platform products we 
created strategic campaigns for Skate 
Kitchen that competitively amplified 
social content.

We leveraged our relationship with 
GIPHY to execute a successful, 
organic Skate Kitchen social 
campaign. Three sets of proprietary 
GIFs translated to millions of uses.

CASE STUDY: SKATE KITCHEN | CAMPAIGN STRATEGY AND EXECUTION         ROLES: MARKETING | PRODUCTION | PARTNERSHIPS | CREATIVE
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PABST ROADSHOW
Pabst enlisted IHC to reimagine and produce their annual 
roadshow. With a fresh new look and strategy for 2019, Pabst 
sought to find a more creative and engaging way to 
communicate the future of the brand and category. The result 
was a 13-city touring experience that brought the physical 
manifestation of Pabst present and future to life.  

IHC worked closely with 
Pabst to develop the overall 
narrative for the 
presentation and imagine a 
concept that presented the 
new Pabst branding in a 
highly creative and 
engaging way. We also 
devised the best strategy for 
executing the tour on a tight 
timeline and with little to no 
turnaround between dates. 

PROJECT DESIGN & PRODUCTIONPROJECT IDEATION & STRATEGY

From design to fabrication, 
logistics to staffing, IHC 
worked out every detail 
necessary to ensure the 
Pabst Roadshow met every 
deadline and location in a 
precise manner. Pabst staff 
were able to fly into each city 
and walk into a fully 
produced and tech-ready 
room so they could focus on 
what they were there to do: 
the presentation.

26

I have never seen an event or series of events go 
off so smoothly and I know we have your team 
to thank for that. Really, really appreciate you 
guys making us look good. 

—

CASE STUDY: PABST | ROADSHOW                  ROLES: IDEATION | CREATIVE |  PRODUCTION | CONTENT
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PABST SET CONCEPT & DESIGN

WELCOME AREA — Featured retro stained wood 
textures and colors, vintage Pabst lighting, posters 
and foosball table (a true dive bar staple). Custom 
fabricated cooler doors open to reveal the 
presentation room.

PRESENTATION ROOM — Inspired by Pabst 
properties in Milwaukee and 1700 Naud in Los 
Angeles, this room was designed to feel fresh with 
natural and raw colored textures. 

CASE STUDY: PABST | ROADSHOW                  ROLES: IDEATION | CREATIVE |  PRODUCTION | CONTENT

CONCEPT DESIGN
CONCEPT DESIGN
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PABST PRESENTATION MATERIALS

28

IHC was responsible for developing the material provided by Pabst into a fully functional seven 
screen presentation that featured a main screen and incorporated  six vertical screens that played 
b-roll and stills. IHC worked on 13 unique decks that were customized for local markets to feature 
Pabst’s local legends portfolio. Presentations included the decks, videos, side screen materials and 
speaker notes.

MAIN SCREEN SIDE SCREENS

MAIN SCREEN SIDE SCREENS

CASE STUDY: PABST | ROADSHOW                  ROLES: IDEATION | CREATIVE |  PRODUCTION | CONTENT
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PABST CONTENT CAPTURE
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B-ROLL FOOTAGE FOR PRESENTATION
IHC staged a narrative video production to help fill 
the gaps between photo stills for the presentation. 
Created like an extended Pabst commercial, the 7 
minute video featured actors in various settings 
enjoying the beer and showcasing a true 
connection with the product.

FOOTAGE FOR CLIENT RECAPS
Our video team traveled with the 
core Pabst team to capture high 
quality footage that could be used 
by client to produce internal 
recaps. 

CASE STUDY: PABST | ROADSHOW                  ROLES: IDEATION | CREATIVE |  PRODUCTION | CONTENT

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-Q60WxfELWP39HKo7Q7IjdiA-PrkLV4y/view?usp=sharing
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PABST TOUR EXECUTION 
13 CITIES, 2 TEAMS
IHC developed a comprehensive travel schedule 
and staffing plan to ensure a successful tour. 
With little time between tour stops, we found 
that it was crucial to staff two production teams 
along with two fabricated sets that could travel 
across the country simultaneously. In addition, 
IHC creates 13 unique floor plans custom tailored 
to each venue. 

TEAM 1

10/3 — Los Angeles, CA
10/12 — Denver, CO
10/17 — St. Louis, MO
10/22 — Detroit, MI
10/25 — Milwaukee, WI
10/29 — Charlotte, NC
11/01 — Orlando, FL

TEAM 2 

10/4 — Seattle, WA
10/16 — Austin, TX
10/18 — Columbus, OH
10/23 — Baltimore, MD
10/30 — Albany, NY
11/6 — Phoenix, AZ

CASE STUDY: PABST | ROADSHOW                  ROLES: IDEATION | CREATIVE |  PRODUCTION | CONTENT
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Following the tour, Pabst reported their 
distributor orders increased by 80%
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For the release of Mary Poppins Returns, Disney enlisted IHC to strategize 
unique ways to connect the film to modern culture and a younger generation. 
IHC conceived a social media series that tapped into the online culture of viral 
dance videos with the "Trip a Little Dance Fantastic” campaign. The videos 
were shared across various social platforms and on Disney properties 
including Oh My Disney. 

DISNEY MARY POPPINS RETURNS

The campaign partnered with 
some of Instagram and 
YouTube’s most popular dance 
groups to choreograph and 
perform their own routine set 
to the Lin Manuel-Miranda 
lead song, “Trip a Little Light 
Fantastic.” 

Not only did this inspire a 
sense of wonder and 
excitement in movie-goers 
across generations, but it 
served as a great vehicle to 
promote both the film and 
the original soundtrack. 

PROJECT: TRIP A LITTLE DANCE FANTASTIC
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CASE STUDY: MARY POPPINS RETURNS | TRIP A LITTLE DANCE FANTASTIC                         ROLES: IDEATION | CREATIVE | CONTENT

https://ohmy.disney.com/movies/2019/01/07/mary-poppins-returns-dance-videos/
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KEVIN & DEA THE ROYAL FAMILY THE LAB

SEAN LEW AMYMARIE MARIE POPPINS & MERRICK HANNA

MARY POPPINS RETURNS ‘TRIP A LITTLE DANCE FANTASTIC’ VIDEOS
REACH: 6.5M+  ORGANIC VIEWS: 1.3M+   
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https://youtu.be/WAziIzwWZ2g
https://youtu.be/4taGYM1msn4
https://youtu.be/xDu2uWu9tNY
https://youtu.be/SXniJg0NU4w
https://youtu.be/laWVReGs6bY
https://youtu.be/DsfVuMkic98
https://youtu.be/WAziIzwWZ2g
https://youtu.be/4taGYM1msn4
https://youtu.be/xDu2uWu9tNY
https://youtu.be/SXniJg0NU4w
https://youtu.be/laWVReGs6bY
https://youtu.be/DsfVuMkic98
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CASE STUDIES ADDITIONAL HIGHLIGHTS

UNIVERSAL PICTURES TRUTH OR DARE
We produced a fake escape room to collect 
promotional prank videos for Truth or Dare. 

ADULT SWIM 
IHC has long been Adult Swim’s go-to for event 
marketing and select productions.

ANT-MAN & THE WASP
We created a global video challenge and colorful 
photo opp to celebrate the MCU’s favorite duo.

34

TENACIOUS D 
To promote their album, Post-Apocalypto,  IHC 
produced a  pop-up and appearance at Comic Con LA,

BEATS BY DRE LIL NAS X SILENT RODEO
IHC created the first ever Silent Rodeo 
Experience to celebrate Lil Nas X’s debut EP.

MARVEL CAPTAIN MARVEL
We created and produced 90’s stereograms or 
“Magic Eye” to promote the latest MCU film.

For additional and past case studies visit IHEARTCOMIX.COM

CASE STUDY: ADDITIONAL HIGHLIGHTS                               

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flaK_fTRwKI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flaK_fTRwKI
http://iheartcomix.com/agency/


CONTACT
INFO@IHEARTCOMIX.COM
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THANK YOU! 


